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How can we study language development?

• main question: how do children build up the grammatical 
structure of their languages?

• our focus: how do they build up verbal morphology and how can 
we measure this process?

• goal: search for general, potentially universal learning 
mechanisms

• complication: task varies considerably cross-linguistically 
because of different degrees of complexity in morphology

• number of forms

• combinability and variability of expression of these elements 
(e.g. exponence patterns)



Key idea: Maximum-Diversity Approach

• sample from maximally diverse languages

Language features
word order
synthesis
exponence
case marking
inflectional compactness of 
categories
existence of inflectional classes
…

Cluster 1
Turkish
Japanese

Cluster 2
Indonesian
Yucatec

Cluster 3
Inuktitut
Chintang 

Cluster 4
Sesotho
Russian 
English

Cluster 5

Dene 

Cree

Satellites
(sign language)
Kata Kolok
Tzeltal

Stoll & Bickel 2013



Data

• longitudinal corpora of English and Chintang (Sino-
Tibetan, Eastern Nepal)

• Chintang: polysynthetic

• English: very little morphology 



Documentation of Chintang
Chintang Language Research Program 
(http://www.clrp.uzh.ch)
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Documentation of Chintang
Linguistics:
Grammar 
Discourse
Lexicon 

How is the language 
structured?

Ethnography:
Rituals and religion
Social structure
Everyday life

How is the language 
used?

Psycholinguistics:
Acquisition strategies
Multilingualism

How is the language 
learned?
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The Chintang Language Acquisition Corpus 

• The Chintang Language Corpus

Genre Transcrib
ed

duration

Transcribe
d

# words

Translate
d

duration

Translated
# words

Glossed
duration

Glossed
# words

conversation 232:44:54 1'064'109 232:39:18 1'045'254 207:23:2
7

903'645

description 3:09:10 20'934 3:06:24 20'617 1:52:56 14'433

narrative 6:15:13 46'044 6:12:12 45'826 5:54:52 42'922

experimental 4:11:31 43'780 3:57:37 33'273 2:48:08 24'110

ritual 
language

11:15:55 40'634 10:03:34 32'736 6:36:02 18'270

songs 00:57:27 3'264 0:31:00 1'588 0:21:48 1'231

total 258:34:10 1'218'765 256:30:05 1'179'294 225:02:0
7

1'004'837
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(http://www.clrp.uzh.ch)
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The Chintang Language Acquisition Corpus
children recordings (monthly) age

2 2-3 h

2 4 h

2 4 h

0;6 2;0 3;0 3;6 4;6Age of the target children

• 220 h acquisition corpus    

Chintang Language Research Program 
(http://www.clrp.uzh.ch)
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The Manchester Language Acquisition Corpus
children recordings (monthly) age

2 4h

1 4 h

0;6 2;0 3;0 3;6 4;11

• high density acquisition corpus, matched to the same number 
of recordings per child as in the Chintang corpus  

Age of the target children

Chintang Language Research Program 
(http://www.clrp.uzh.ch)

http://www.clrp.uzh.ch


Morphological complexity: English vs. 

Number of 
affixes

Number of unique verb 
forms

English 3 3
Chintang 148 4745



Morphological complexity: English vs. Chintang

Table 1. Chintang agreement paradigms of simplicia: nonpast and past (tup- ‘find, agree’) 

 

! 1s! 1di! 1pi! 1de! 1pe! 2s! 2d! 2p! 3s! 3ns! intransitive!

1s 

!

tupna!ã " 
tupna!ãn#$ 
tupnehe " 
matupyoknehe "!

tupna!ã "ce 
tupna!ãcen#$ 
tupnace 
matupyoknace!

tupna!ã "ni 
tupna!ãnin#$ 
tupnanih% 
matupyoknanih%!

tubuku$ 
tubuku$n#$ 
tubuhe " 
matupyoktuhe "!

tubuku$cu$ 
tubuku$cu$n#$ 
tubu$c#he " 
matupyoktu$c#he "!

tupma!ã 
tupma!ãn#$ 
tubehe " 
matupyoktehe "!

1di 

!

tupcoko 
tupcokon#$ 
tubace 
matupyoktace!

tupceke 
tupceken#$ 
tubace 
matupyoktace!

1pi 

!

!

tubukum 
tubukumn#m 
tubumh% 
matupyoktumh%!

tubumcum 

tubumcumn#m 
tubumcumh% 
matupyoktumcumh%!

tubiki 
tubikin#$ 
tubih% 
matupyoktih%!

1de 

!

tupcoko$a 
tupcoko$an#$ 
tubacehe " 
matupyoktacehe "!

tupceke$a 
tupceke$an#$ 
tubacehe " 
matupyoktacehe "!

1pe 

!

!

tupna!ãnci"yã 
tupna!ãnci"yãn#$ 

tupnanci"yeh% 
matupyoknanci"yeh%!

tubukumma 
tubukumman#$ 
tubummehe " 
matupyoktummehe "!

tubumcumma 
tubumcumman#$ 
tubumcummehe " 
matupyoktumcummehe "!

tubiki$a 
tubiki$an#$ 

tubiehe " 
matupyoktiehe "!

2s 

!

atupma!ã 
atupma!ãn#$ 
atubehe "  
{a-ma}tupyokteh%!

atuboko 
atubokon#$ 
atube 
amatupyokte!

atubukuce 
atubukucen#$ 
atubuce 
{a-ma}tupyoktuce!

atupno 
atupn#kn#$ 
atube 
{a-ma}tupyokte!

2d 

!

atupma!anc#$ 
atupma!anc#$n#$ 
atuba$c#he " 
{a-ma}tupyokta$c#he "!

atupcoko 
atupcokon#$ 
atubace 
amatupyoktace!

atupceke 
atupceken#$ 
atubace 
{a-ma}tupyoktace!

2p 

!

atupma!an#$ 
atupma!an#n#$ 
atuba$n#he " 
{a-ma}tupyokta$n#he "!

! {a-ma}tupceke 
{a-ma}tupceken#$ 
{a-ma}tubace 
{a-ma-ma}tupyoktace!

{a-ma}tupno 
{a-ma}tupn#kn#$ 
{a-ma}tube 
{a-ma-ma}tupyokte!

!

atubukum 
atubukumn#m 
atubumh% 
amatupyoktumh%!

atubumcum 

atubumcumn#m 
atubumcumh% 
{a-ma}tupyoktumcumh%!

atubiki 
atubikin#$ 
atubih% 
{a-ma}tupyoktih%!

3s 

!

utupma!ã 
utupma!ãn#$ 
utubehe " 
{u-ma}tupyoktehe "!

tuboko 
tubokon#$ 
tube 
matupyokte!

tubukuce 
tubukucen#$ 
tubuce 
matupyoktuce!

tupno 
tupn#kn#$ 
tube 
matupyokte!

3d 

!

utupma!anc#$ 
utupma!anc#$n#$ 
utuba$c#he " 
{u-ma}tupyokta$c#he " !

utupcoko 
utupcokon#$ 
utubace 
{u-ma}tupyoktace!

utupceke 
utupceken#$ 
utubace 
{u-ma}tupyoktace!

3p 

!

utupma!an#$ 
utupma!an#n#$ 
utuba$n#he " 
{u-ma}tupyokta$n#he "!

maitupceke 
maitupceken#$ 
maitubace 
{mai-ma}tupyoktace!

maitupno 
maitupn#kn#$ 
maitube 
{mai-ma}tupyokte!

matupceke 
matupceken#$ 
matubace 
{ma-ma}tupyoktace!

matupno 
matupn#kn#$ 
matube 
{ma-ma}tupyokte 

!

natupno 
natupn#kn#$ 
natube 
{na-ma}tupyokte!

natupceke 
natupceken#$ 
natubace 
{na-ma}tupyoktace!

natubiki 
natubikin#$ 
natubih% 
{na-ma}tupyoktih%!

utuboko 
utubokon#$ 
utube 
{u-ma}tupyokte!

utubukuce 
utubukucen#$ 
utubuce 
{u-ma}tupyoktuce!

utupno 
utupn#kn#$ 
utube 
{u-ma}tupyokte!

 

Note: In each cell, forms are listed in vertical order as follows: nonpast affirmative, nonpast negative, past affirmative, past negative 

Chintang English

I go
you go
he goes
we go 
you go
they go
went

17

b. yo
DEM.ACROSS

dhukkur-a
dove-NTVZ

apt-u-thand-u-ku-ŋ
shoot-3[s]O-V2:move.down.TR-3[s]O-IND.NPST-1sA

paĩ.
today

‘I’ll shoot that dove over there down today.’ [CLLDCh1R05S05.303]

Other V2 stems combine with verbs of any valency, e.g. -loĩs ‘move out’ combines both with
mono-valent and bivalent predicates (whereas closely related -lond ‘go out’ seems to be limited
to monovalent stems):

(10) a. anɨŋ
how

ba
PROX

i-gija
2sPOSS-gums

ha-tta-kha
PROX-EXT-NMLZ

hom-a-loĩs-a-ŋs-e?
[3sS-]swell-PST-V2:move.out-PST-V2:PRF-IND.PST

‘Why are your gums so swollen?’ [CLLDCh2R03S02.612]

b. ba-khi
PROX-MOD

u-nap-yaŋ
3sPOSS-snot-ADD

u-lem-ŋa
3sPOSS-tongue-ERG

tott-u-loĩs-e.
[3sA-]prick-3[s]O-V2:move.out-IND.PST

‘She snatched out her snot with her tongue like this.’ [CLLDCh2R12S04.581]

Such differences are not predictable, and they thus represent selection properties that intrinsic
to each V2.

V2 stems behave morphologically like other verb stems, except that they require a two-
syllable template as their host. This template consists of a verb stem and as much finite verb
morphology as is needed to fulfill the two-syllable constraint (Bickel et al. 2007).¹⁰ In (9), the
templates are satisfied by the combination of the stems hod- ‘break’ and apt- ‘shoot’ with single-
vowel markers (-a ‘PST’ and -u ‘3[s]O’, respectively). If there is no suitable inflectional material
available, as happens to be the case for example in third person subjunctive forms, a dummy
syllable na is inserted in order to meet the two-syllable constraint. This is shown in (11), where
the V2 stem ca- denotes some kind of self-benefaction:

(11) mai-met-th-a,
NEG-do.to-NEG-IMP[2sS]

joso-ta
whatever-FOC

num-na-ca-ne-na.
do-NA-V2:enjoy.for.onself[3sS.SBJV]-OPT-INSIST

‘Don’t do that to her, let her do whatever she wants on her own.’ [CLLDCh1R02S04.0781]

V2 can be added recursively but examples like the following, with three V2 in sequence, are
rare:

(12) jo-go-yaŋ
whatever-NMLZ-ADD

na-khutt-i-ca-i-hatt-i-bir-i.
3[s]>2-steal-2pO-V2:eat-2pO-V2:move.away.TR-2pO-V2:do.for-[SBJV.]2pO

‘It (a cat) may steal everything from you and eat it all up!’ [story.cat.204]

Most V2 bear etymological resemblence to regular, non-selecting verb stems, and it is some-
times unclear whether there is one morpheme used in two ways or two morphemes. Compare
the use of thand- as a V2 in (9b) and as an independent verb in the following case:

(13) ba
DEM.PROX

com-ce-ta
sort-ns-FOC

a-thand-u-ce
2[s]S-move.down-3O-3nsO[SBJV]

haŋ
if

iʔs-akt-e?
be.not.good-PST-IPFV-IND.PST

‘Wouldn’t it be good if you brought down this sort of (stuff)?’ [CLLDCh3R12S04.448]

¹⁰ In non-finite forms, the two-syllable constraint is optional, and there are a few lexically defined exceptions.

DRAFT – July 12, 2015
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Morphological complexity: English vs. 



Consequences of complexity for input distributions
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Consequences of complexity for input distributions
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but they learn it at the same time:

Chintang Child 1 Chintang Child 2 English Child 1

Chintang Child 3 Chintang Child 4 English Child 2

Chintang Child 5 Chintang Child 6 English Child 3

3
6
9

3
6
9

3
6
9

1;0 2;0 3;0 4;0 1;0 2;0 3;0 4;0 1;0 2;0 3;0 4;0
Age

H 
(v

erb
 fo

rm
s)

surrounding
speakers

target
childern



How can such a complex system be learned?

• possible solution: general statistical learning mechanisms

• fact: verbs have different elements: heads and 
dependents



 Bickel et al. 2007 Language; Bickel & Zúñiga 2015 Oxford H of Polysynthesis 17

26

To see the pa erns in Table 4 in action, consider the following example (meaning ‘a er (the
cat) will eat me’, adapted from a folktale). Elements a er a colon define the category that a
morpheme selects (empty, if it does not select anything). e lines indicate the domains within
which each rule or constraint applies, above the example for phonology and below the examples
for syntax:

(26)

independent stress
onset requirement, prosodic subcat.
voicing

u
3sA
[:V]

ca
eat
[: ]

ŋa
1sO
[:V]

ta
FOC
[:X]

haiʔ
move.away.TR
[:V2σ]

ya
1sO
[:V]

ʔã
IND.NPST
[:V]

na
INSIST
[:VP]

kina
SEQ
[:XP]

insertion and displacement potential
cross-slot dependencies
fixed ordering

We briefly explain in the following how each constraint applies in this example:

• Independent stress: is is found only in two places: on the first stem (ca ‘eat’) and then
again on the sequential marker kina at the end, defining two separate domains.

• Onset requirement and prosodic subcategorization: e onset constraint is vacuously
satisfied in most morphemes in the example because the elements have an onset under-
lyingly. e initial prefix u- by contrast receives an optional glo al stop: [ʔu-]. Likewise,
if the main stem had no onset (as is the case in 20), the onset constraint would be satis-
fied by the optional prothesis of a glo al stop. e same holds at the beginning of the V2
element, but not anywhere else in the string. e onset requirement domains are isomor-
phic with the prosodic subcategorization domains. erefore, the focus clitic ta can be
inserted, as it is here, a er the sequence caŋa. Alternatively, the clitic could be inserted
a er the third person singular agreement prefix u-,¹² or at the very end of the inflection
string, right before the insistive particle na.

• Voicing: this can occur at the boundary between ca- ‘eat’ and a suffix although in the
example the rule has no effect because there is no underlying voiceless element that
could be voiced. If instead we had a combination of tat- ‘bring’ and the past tense suffix
-e, the result would be tade ‘s/he came’, showing the effect of voicing. No such effect is
observed at the boundary between the suffix -ŋa and the focus clitic, which is realized
as ŋata, not *ŋada. Voicing again applies at the V2/suffix boundary, although again in
the example the rule has no effect because of a general intervening rule that glo alizes
t-final stems before palatal glides. Other V2/suffix boundaries show voicing, cf. e.g. the
form lab-u-tad-e ‘brought here’ in (22b) where V2-final /t/ is voiced. e phrasal affixes in
the example, by contrast, are outside the voicing domains, and so the sequential marker
kina is realized without voicing even though it is flanked by vowels (*na-gina).

¹² Bickel et al. (2007:61) found this to be ungrammatical. However we have now come across several examples in
our corpus were ta a aches to an agreement prefix. e unacceptability in the 2007 report is be er explained by
the specific pragmatics of the example.

REVISED VERSION – June 9, 2016
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Frequencies of heads and dependents in Chintang verbs
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GAM dependents vs. heads
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Conclusions

• despite extreme differences in acquisition challenges, children 
learn Chintang and English morphology around the same age.

• children use statistical learning strategies to learn the system.

• they adapt to the affordances of their language. 

• Chintang children first learn elements with higher repetition 
rates within verbs, the heads, i.e. the elements in verbs that 
control other elements, i.e. it’s dependents. Dependent 
elements in verbs are learned at a slower pace, there are 
more of them and the individual instances are less 
frequent. This reduces the cognitive load an makes the 
system learnable.
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